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Abstract. Artificial agents (AAs), particularly but not only those in Cyberspace, extend the

class of entities that can be involved in moral situations. For they can be conceived of as
moral patients (as entities that can be acted upon for good or evil) and also as moral agents
(as entities that can perform actions, again for good or evil). In this paper, we clarify the

concept of agent and go on to separate the concerns of morality and responsibility of agents
(most interestingly for us, of AAs). We conclude that there is substantial and important scope,
particularly in Computer Ethics, for the concept of moral agent not necessarily exhibiting free
will, mental states or responsibility. This complements the more traditional approach, com-

mon at least since Montaigne and Descartes, which considers whether or not (artificial) agents
have mental states, feelings, emotions and so on. By focussing directly on ‘mind-less morality’
we are able to avoid that question and also many of the concerns of Artificial Intelligence. A

vital component in our approach is the ‘Method of Abstraction’ for analysing the level of
abstraction (LoA) at which an agent is considered to act. The LoA is determined by the way
in which one chooses to describe, analyse and discuss a system and its context. The ‘Method

of Abstraction’ is explained in terms of an ‘interface’ or set of features or observables at a
given ‘LoA’. Agenthood, and in particular moral agenthood, depends on a LoA. Our
guidelines for agenthood are: interactivity (response to stimulus by change of state), auton-

omy (ability to change state without stimulus) and adaptability (ability to change the ‘tran-
sition rules’ by which state is changed) at a given LoA. Morality may be thought of as a
‘threshold’ defined on the observables in the interface determining the LoA under consider-
ation. An agent is morally good if its actions all respect that threshold; and it is morally evil if

some action violates it. That view is particularly informative when the agent constitutes a
software or digital system, and the observables are numerical. Finally we review the conse-
quences for Computer Ethics of our approach. In conclusion, this approach facilitates the

discussion of the morality of agents not only in Cyberspace but also in the biosphere, where
animals can be considered moral agents without their having to display free will, emotions or
mental states, and in social contexts, where systems like organizations can play the role of

moral agents. The primary ‘cost’ of this facility is the extension of the class of agents and
moral agents to embrace AAs.
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1. Introduction: Standard vs. Non-Standard Theories of Agents and Patients

Moral situations commonly involve agents and patients. Let us define the
class A of moral agents as the class of all entities that can in principle qualify
as sources of moral action, and the class P of moral patients as the class of all
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entities that can in principle qualify as receivers of moral action. A partic-
ularly apt way to introduce the topic of this paper is to consider how ethi-
cal theories (macroethics) interpret the logical relation between those two
classes.

There can be five logical relations between A and P. Three are unrealistic
and we shall not consider them here.1 The remaining two are: (1) A and P can
be equal, or (2) A can be a proper subset of P.

Alternative (1) maintains that all entities that qualify as moral agents also
qualify as moral patients and vice versa. It corresponds to a rather intuitive
position, according to which the agent/inquirer plays the rôle of the moral
protagonist, and is one of the most popular views in the history of ethics,
shared for example by many Christian Ethicists in general and by Kant in
particular. We refer to it as the standard position.

Alternative (2) holds that all entities that qualify as moral agents also
qualify as moral patients but not vice versa. Many entities, most notably
animals, seem to qualify as moral patients, even if they are in principle
excluded from playing the rôle of moral agents. This post-environmentalist
approach2 requires a change in perspective, from agent orientation to pa-
tient orientation. In view of the previous label, we refer to it as non-stan-
dard.

In recent years, non-standard macroethics have been discussing the scope
of P quite extensively.3 Comparatively little work has been done in recon-
sidering the nature of moral agenthood and hence the extension of A. Post-
environmentalist thought, in striving for a fully naturalised ethics, has
implicitly rejected the relevance, if not the possibility, of supernatural agents,
while the plausibility and importance of other types of moral agenthood
seem to have been largely disregarded. Secularism has contracted (some
would say deflated) A, while environmentalism has justifiably expanded
only P, so the gap between A and P has been widening; this has been
accompanied by an enormous increase in the moral responsibility of the
individual.

Some efforts have been made to redress this situation. In particular, the
concept of ‘moral agent’ has been stretched to include both natural and legal
persons. A has then been extended to include agents like partnerships, gov-
ernments or corporations, for whom legal rights and duties have been
recognised. This more ecumenical approach has restored balance between A
and P. A company can now be held directly accountable for what happens to
the environment, for example. Yet the approach has remained unduly con-
strained by its anthropocentric conception of agenthood. An entity is con-
sidered a moral agent only if (i) it is an individual agent and (ii) it is human-
based, in the sense that it is either human or at least reducible to an identi-
fiable aggregation of human beings, who remain the only morally responsible
sources of action, like ghosts in the legal machine.
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Limiting the ethical discourse to individual agents hinders the develop-
ment of a satisfactory investigation of distributed morality, a macroscopic
and growing phenomenon of global moral actions and collective responsi-
bilities resulting from the ‘invisible hand’ of systemic interactions among
several agents at a local level. Insisting on the necessarily human-based
nature of the agent means undermining the possibility of understanding
another major transformation in the ethical field, the appearance of artificial
agents (AAs) that are sufficiently informed, ‘smart’, autonomous and able to
perform morally relevant actions independently of the humans who created
them, causing ‘artificial good’ and ‘artificial evil’ (Gipps, 1995). Both con-
straints can be eliminated by fully revising the concept of ‘moral agent’. This
is the task undertaken in the following pages.

The main thesis defended is that AAs are legitimate sources of im/moral
actions, hence that A should be extended so as to include AAs, that the
ethical discourse should include the analysis of their morality and, finally,
that this analysis is essential in order to understand a range of new moral
problems not only in Computer Ethics but also in ethics in general, especially
in the case of distributed morality.

This is the structure of the paper. In Section 2, we analyse the concept of
agent. We first introduce the fundamental ‘Method of Abstraction’ which
provides the foundation for an analysis by levels of abstraction (LoA). The
reader is invited to pay particular attention to this section; it is essential for
the paper and its application in any ontological analysis is crucial. We then
clarify the concept of ‘moral agent’ by providing not a definition but an
effective characterisation, based on three criteria at a specified LoA. The new
concept of moral agent is used to argue that AAs, though not intelligent and
fully responsible, can be fully accountable sources of moral action. In Section
3 it is argued that there is substantial and important scope for the concept of
moral agent not necessarily exhibiting free will or mental states (‘mind-less
morality’). Section 4 provides some examples of the properties constituting
our characterisation of agenthood and in particular of AAs; inevitably it also
provides further examples of LoA. In Section 5, morality is captured as a
‘threshold’ defined on the observables determining the LoA under consid-
eration. An agent is morally good if its actions all respect that threshold; and
it is morally evil if some action violates it. Morality is usually predicated
upon responsibility. The use of the Method of Abstraction, LoAs and
thresholds enables responsibility and accountability to be separated and for-
malised effectively when the levels of abstraction involve numerical variables,
as is the case with digital AAs. The part played in morality by responsibility
and accountability can be clarified as a result. Section 6 pursues some
important consequences of our investigations for Computer Ethics: the way
in which AAs might be bound by the ACM Code of Ethics is considered, as is
censure of AAs (Table 1).
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2. What Is an Agent?

Complex biochemical compounds and abstruse mathematical concepts have
at least one thing in common: they may be unintuitive, but once understood
they are all definable with total precision, by listing a finite number of nec-
essary and sufficient properties. Mundane entities like intelligent beings or
living systems share the opposite property: one na€�vely knows what they are
and perhaps could be, and yet there seems to be no way to encase them within
the usual planks of necessary and sufficient conditions.

This holds true for the general concept of ‘agent’ as well. People disagree on
what can and cannot count as an ‘agent’, even in principle e.g. Franklin and
Graesser (1996).Why? Sometimes the problem is addressed optimistically, as if
it were just a matter of further shaping and sharpening whatever necessary and
sufficient conditions are required to obtain a definiens that is finally watertight.
Stretchhere, cut there; ultimate agreement is only amatter of time, patience and
cleverness. In fact, attempts follow one another without a final identikit ever
being nailed to the definiendum in question. After a while, one starts suspecting
that theremightbe somethingwrongwith thisadhocapproach.Perhaps it is not
the Procrustean definiens that needs fixing, but the Protean definiendum.
Sometimes its intrinsic fuzziness is blamed. One cannot define with sufficient
accuracy things like life, intelligence, agenthood and mind because they all
admit of subtle degrees and continuous changes (see Bedau (1996) for a dis-
cussion of alternatives to necessary-and-sufficient definitions in the case of life).

A solution is to give up all together or at best be resigned to being vague,
and rely on indicative examples. Pessimism follows optimism, but it need not.
The fact is that, in the exact discipline of mathematics, for example, defini-
tions are ‘parameterised’ by generic sets. That technique provides a method
for regulating levels of abstraction. Indeed abstraction acts as a ‘hidden
parameter’ behind exact definitions, making a crucial difference. Thus, each
definiens comes pre-formatted by an implicit Level of Abstraction (LoA, on
which more shortly); it is stabilised, as it were, to allow a proper definition.
An x is defined or identified as y never absolutely (i.e. LoA-independently), as
a Kantian ‘thing-in-itself’, but always contextually, as a function of a given

Table 1. Table of acronyms used in the paper

Acronym Meaning

AA Artificial agent

ACM Association for computing machinery

CE Computer ethics

LoA Level of abstraction
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LoA, whether it be in the realm of Euclidean geometry, quantum physics, or
commonsensical perception.

When a LoA is sufficiently common, important, dominating or in fact is
the very frame that constructs the definiendum, it becomes ‘transparent’, and
one has the pleasant impression that x can be subject to an adequate defi-
nition in a sort of conceptual vacuum. Glass is not a solid but a liquid,
tomatoes are not vegetables but berries and whales are mammals not fish.
Unintuitive as such views can be initially, they are all accepted without
further complaint because one silently bows to the uncontroversial pre-
dominance of the corresponding LoA.

When no LoA is predominant or constitutive, things get messy. In this
case the trick does not lie in fiddling with the definiens or blaming the
definiendum, but in deciding on an adequate LoA, before embarking on the
task of understanding the nature of the definiendum.

The example of intelligence or ‘thinking’ behaviour is enlightening. One
might define ‘intelligence’ in a myriad of ways; many LoAs seem equally
convincing but no single, absolute, definition is adequate in every context.
Turing (1950) avoided the problem of ‘defining’ intelligence by first fixing a
LoA – in this case a dialogue conducted by computer interface, with response
time taken into account – and then establishing the necessary and sufficient
conditions for a computing system to count as intelligent at that LoA: the
imitation game. The LoA is crucial and changing it changes the test. An
example is provided by the Loebner test (Moore, 2001), the current com-
petitive incarnation of Turing’s test. There the LoA includes a particular
format for questions, a mixture of human and non-human players, and
precise scoring that takes into account repeated trials. One result of the
different LoA has been chatbots, unfeasible at Turing’s original LoA.

Some definienda come pre-formatted by transparent LoAs. They are
subject to definition in terms of necessary and sufficient conditions. Some
other definienda require the explicit acceptance of a given LoA as a pre-
condition for their analysis. They are subject to effective characterisation. We
argue that agenthood is one of the latter.

2.1. ON THE VERY IDEA OF LEVELS OF ABSTRACTION

The idea of a ‘level of abstraction’ plays an absolutely crucial rôle in the
previous account. We have seen that this is so even if the specific LoA is left
implicit. Whether or not we perceive Oxygen in the environment depends on
the LoA at which we are operating; to abstract it is not to overlook its vital
importance but merely to acknowledge its lack of immediate relevance to the
current discourse (which could always be extended to include Oxygen were
that desired).
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But what is a LoA exactly? The Method of Abstraction comes from
modelling in science where the variables in the model correspond to ob-
servables in reality, all others being abstracted. The terminology we use has
been influenced by an area of Computer Science, called Formal Methods, in
which discrete mathematics is used to specify and analyse the behaviour of
information systems. Despite that heritage, the idea is not at all technical and
for the purposes of this paper no mathematics is required. We have provided
a definition and analysis in Floridi and Sanders (2003a) so here we shall
outline only the basic idea.

Suppose we join Anne, Ben and Carole in the middle of a conversation.4

Anne is a collector and potential buyer; Ben tinkers in his spare time; and
Carole is an economist. We do not know the object of their conversation, but
we are able to hear this much:

Anne observes that it has an anti-theft device installed, is kept garaged
when not in use and has had only a single owner;

Ben observes that its engine is not the original one, that its body has been
recently re-painted but that all leather parts are very worn;

Carole observes that the old engine consumed too much, that it has a
stable market value but that its spare parts are expensive.

The participants view the object under discussion according to their own
interests, at their own LoA. We may guess that they are probably talking
about a car, or perhaps a motorcycle or even a plane. Whatever the reference
is, it provides the source of information and is called the system. A LoA
consists of a collection of observables, each with a well-defined possible set of
values or outcomes. For the sake of motivation we might say that Anne’s
LoA matches that of an owner, Ben’s that of a mechanic and Carole’s that of
an insurer. Each LoA makes possible an analysis of the system, the result of
which is called a model of the system. Evidently an entity may be described at
a range of LoAs and so can have a range of models.

2.2. DEFINITIONS

In this section we outline the definitions underpinning the Method of
Abstraction.

The term variable is commonly used throughout science for a symbol that
acts as a place-holder for an unknown or changeable referent. A typed var-
iable is to be understood as a variable qualified to hold only a declared kind
of data. By an observable is meant a typed variable together with a statement
of what feature of the system under consideration it represents.
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A level of abstraction or LoA is a finite but non-empty set of observ-
ables, which are expected to be the building blocks in a theory charac-
terised by their very choice. An interface (called a gradient of abstractions
in Floridi and Sanders, 2003a) consists of a collection of LoAs. An
interface is used in analysing some system from varying points of view or
at varying LoAs.

Models are the outcome of the analysis of a system, developed at some
LoA(s). The Method of Abstraction consists of formalising, using the terms
just introduced (and others relating to system behaviour which we do not
need here (see Floridi and Sanders, 2003a)), the model.

Thus, in the example of the previous section, Anne’s LoA might consist of
observables for security, method of storage and owner history; Ben’s might
consist of observables for engine condition, external body condition and
internal condition; and Carole’s might consist of observables for running
cost, market value and maintenance cost. The interface might consist, for the
purposes of the discussion, of the set of all three LoAs.

In this case, the LoAs happen to be disjoint but in general they need not
be. A particularly important case is that in which one LoA includes another.
Suppose, for example, that Delia joins the discussion and analyses the system
using a LoA that includes those of Anne and Ben. Delia’s LoA might match
that of a buyer. Then Delia’s LoA is said to be more concrete, or lower, than
Anne’s, which is said to be more abstract, or higher; for Anne’s LoA ab-
stracts some observables apparent at Delia’s.

2.3. RELATIVISM

A LoA qualifies the level at which an entity is considered. In this paper, we
follow the Method of Abstraction and insist that each LoA be made precise
before the properties of the entity can sensibly be discussed. In general, it
seems that many disagreements of view might be clarified by the various
‘sides’ making precise their LoA. Yet a crucial clarification is in order. It
must be stressed that a clear indication of the LoA at which a system is being
analysed allows pluralism without endorsing relativism. It is a mistake to
think that ‘anything goes’ as long as one makes explicit the LoA, because
LoA are mutually comparable and assessable (see Floridi and Sanders, 2003a
for a full defence of that point).

Introducing an explicit reference to the LoA clarifies that the model of a
system is a function of the available observables, and that (i) different
interfaces may be fairly ranked depending on how well they satisfy modelling
specifications (e.g. informativeness, coherence, elegance, explanatory power,
consistency with the data etc.) and (ii) different analyses can be fairly com-
pared provided that they share the same LoA.
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2.4. STATE AND STATE-TRANSITIONS

Let us agree (Cassirer, 1953) that an entity is characterised, at a given LoA,
by the properties it satisfies at that LoA. We are interested in systems that
change, which means that some of those properties change value. A changing
entity therefore has its evolution captured, at a given LoA and any instant,
by the values of its attributes. Thus an entity can be thought of as having
states, determined by the value of the properties that hold at any instant of its
evolution. For then any change in the entity corresponds to a state change
and vice versa.

That conceptual trick allows us to view any entity as having states. The
lower the LoA, the more detailed the observed changes and the greater the
number of state components required to capture the change. Each change
corresponds to a transition from one state to another. A transition may be
non-deterministic. Indeed it will typically be the case that the LoA under
consideration abstracts the observables required to make the transition
deterministic; as a result the transition might lead from a given initial state to
one of several possible subsequent states.

According to this view the entity becomes a transition system. The notion
of a ‘transition system’ provides a convenient vehicle to support our criteria
for agenthood, being general enough to embrace the usual notions like
automaton and process. It is frequently used to model interactive phenom-
ena. We need only the idea; for a formal treatment of much more than we
need, see Arnold (1994).

A transition system comprises a (non-empty) set S of states and a family of
operations, called the transitions on S. Each transition may take input and
may yield output, but at any rate it takes the system from one state to another
and in that way forms a (mathematical) relation on S. If the transition does
take input or yield output then it models an interaction between the system
and its environment and so is called an external transition; otherwise the
transition lies beyond the influence of the environment (at the given LoA) and
is called internal. It is to be emphasised that input and output are, like state,
observed at a given LoA. Thus the transition that models a system is
dependent on the chosen LoA. At a lower LoA an internal transition
may become external; at a higher LoA an external transition may become
internal.

For example the object above being discussed by Anne might be imbued
with state components for location, whether in-use, whether turned-on,
whether the anti-theft device is engaged, history of owners and energy out-
put. The operation of garaging the object might take as input a driver, and
have the effect of placing the object in the garage with the engine off and the
anti-theft device engaged, leaving the history of owners unchanged, and
outputting a certain amount of energy. The ‘in-use’ state component could
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non-deterministically take either value, depending on the particular instan-
tiation of the transition (perhaps the object is not in use, being garaged for
the night; or perhaps the driver is listening to the cricket on its radio in the
solitude of the garage). The precise definition depends on the LoA. Alter-
natively, if speed were observed but time, accelerator position and petrol
consumption abstracted, then accelerating to 60 miles per hour would appear
as an internal transition. Further examples are provided in Section 2.5.

With the explicit assumption that the system under consideration forms a
transition system, we are now ready to apply the Method of Abstraction to
the analysis of agenthood.

2.5. AN EFFECTIVE CHARACTERISATION OF AGENTS

Whether A (the class of moral agents) needs to be expanded depends on what
qualifies as a moral agent, and we have seen that this in turn depends on the
specific LoA at which one chooses to analyse and discuss a particular entity
and its context. Since human beings count as standard moral agents, the right
LoA for the analysis of moral agenthood must accommodate this fact. Thus,
theories that extend A to include supernatural agents adopt a LoA that is
equal to or lower than the LoA at which human beings qualify as moral
agents. Our strategy develops in the opposite direction.

Consider what makes a human being (called Jan) not a moral agent to
begin with, but just an agent. Described at this LoA1, Jan is an agent if Jan is
a system, situated within and a part of an environment, which initiates a
transformation, produces an effect or exerts power on it, as contrasted with a
system that is (at least initially) acted on or responds to it, called the patient.
At LoA1, there is no difference between Jan and an earthquake. There should
not be. Earthquakes, however, can hardly count as moral agents, so LoA1 is
too high for our purposes: it abstracts too many properties. What needs to be
re-instantiated? Our proposal, consistent with recent literature (Allen et al.,
2001), indicates that the right LoA is probably one which includes the fol-
lowing three criteria: (a) interactivity, (b) autonomy and (c) adaptability.

(a) Interactivity means that the agent and its environment (can) act upon
each other. Typical examples include input or output of a value, or
simultaneous engagement of an action by both agent and patient – for
example gravitational force between bodies.

(b) Autonomy means that the agent is able to change state without direct
response to interaction: it can perform internal transitions to change its
state. So an agent must have at least two states. This property imbues
an agent with a certain degree of complexity and independence from its
environment.
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(c) Adaptability means that the agent’s interactions (can) change the tran-
sition rules by which it changes state. This property ensures that an agent
might be viewed, at the given LoA, as learning its own mode of operation
in a way which depends critically on its experience. Note that if an
agent’s transition rules are stored as part of its internal state, discernible
at this LoA, then adaptability follows from the other two conditions.

2.6. EXAMPLES

The examples in this section serve different purposes. In Section 2.6.1 we
provide examples which fail agenthood by systematically violating each of
the three conditions; in that way the contribution of each condition can be
better appreciated. In Section 2.6.2 we give an example of a digital system
which forms an agent at one LoA but not at another, equally natural, LoA.
The example is important because it exhibits ‘machine learning’ to achieve
adaptability, and was the first such system built. However a more familiar
example is provided in Section 2.6.3, which shows that digital, software,
agents are now part of everyday life. Section 2.6.4 shows how a certain day-
to-day physical device might conceivably be modified to make it an agent,
whilst Section 2.6.5 provides an example which has already benefited from
that modification, at least in the laboratory. The last example, in Section
2.6.6, provides an entirely different kind of agent: an organisation.

2.6.1. The Defining Properties

For the purpose of understanding what each of the three conditions (inter-
activity, autonomy and adaptability) adds to our definition of agent, it is
instructive to consider examples satisfying each possible combination of
those properties. In Table 2, only the last row represents all three conditions
being satisfied and hence illustrates agenthood. For the sake of simplicity, all
examples are taken at the same LoA, which consists of observations made
through a typical video camera over a period of say 30 s. Thus, we abstract
tactile observables and longer-term effects.

Recall that a property, for example interaction, is to be judged only via the
observables. Thus, at the LoA in Table 2 we cannot infer that a rock interacts
with its environment by virtue of reflected light; that belongs to a much finer
LoA. Alternatively, were long-term effects to be discernible then a rock would be
interactive since interaction with its environment (e.g. erosion) could be observed.

No example has been provided of a non-interactive, non-autonomous but
adaptive entity: at that LoA it is difficult to conceive of an entity which
adapts without interaction and autonomy.

We leave the reader to determine the remaining entries in the table.
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2.6.2. Noughts and Crosses

The distinction between change of state (required by autonomy) and change
of transition rule (required by adaptability) is a subtle one in which LoA
plays a crucial rôle and, to explain it, it is useful to discuss a more extended
example. It was originally developed by Michie (1961) to discuss the concept
of mechanism’s adaptability. It provides a good introduction to the concept
of machine learning, the Computer Science area underpinning adaptability.

MENACE (Matchbox Educable Noughts and Crosses Engine) is a system
which learns to play noughts and crosses (a.k.a. tic-tac-toe) by repetition of
many games. Nowadays it would be realised by program, but MENACE was
built using matchboxes and beads, in which form it is perhaps easiest to
understand.

MENACE plays O and its opponent plays X; so we concentrate entirely
on plays of O. Initially the board is empty with O to play. Taking into
account symmetrically equivalent positions, there are three possible initial
plays for O. The state of the game consists of the current position of the
board. We do not need to augment that with the name, O or X, of the side
playing next since we consider the board only when O is to play. All together
there are some three hundred such states; MENACE contains a matchbox
for each. In each box are beads which represent the plays O can make from
that state. At most nine different plays are possible and MENACE encodes
each with a coloured bead. Those which cannot be made (because the squares
are already full in the current state) are removed from the box for that state.
That provides MENACE with a built-in knowledge of legal plays. (In fact
MENACE could easily be adapted to start with no such knowledge and to
learn it.)

O’s initial play is made by selecting the box representing the empty board
and choosing from it a bead at random. That determines O’s play. Next X

Table 2. Examples satisfying the properties constituting agenthood. The LoA consists of

observations made through a video camera over a period of 30 s

Interactive Autonomous Adaptable Examples

No No No Rock

No No Yes ?

No Yes No Pendulum

No Yes Yes Closed ecosystem, solar system

Yes No No Postbox, mill

Yes No Yes Thermostat

Yes Yes No Juggernaut5

Yes Yes Yes Human
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plays. Then MENACE repeats its method of determining O’s next play. After
at most five plays for O the game ends in either a draw, a win for O or a win
for X. Now that the game is complete, MENACE updates the state of the (at
most five) boxes used during the game as follows. If X won, then in order to
make MENACE less likely to make the same plays from those states again, a
bead representing its play from each box is removed. If O drew, then con-
versely each bead representing a play is duplicated; and if O won each bead is
quadruplicated. Now the next game is played.

After enough games it simply becomes impossible for the random selection
of O’s next play to produce a losing play. MENACE has learnt to play
(which, for noughts and crosses, means never losing). The initial state of the
boxes was prescribed for MENACE. Here we assume merely that it contains
sufficient variety of beads for all legal plays to be made; for then the fre-
quency of beads affects only the rate at which MENACE learns.

The state of MENACE (as distinct from the state of the game) consists of
the state of each box, the state of the game and the list of boxes which have
been used so far in the current game. Its transition rule consists of the
probabilistic choice of play (i.e. bead) from the current state box; that evolves
as the states of the boxes evolves.

Let us consider MENACE at three LoAs.

(a) The single game LoA. Observables are the state of the game at each turn
and (in particular) its outcome. All knowledge of the state of MEN-
ACE’S boxes (and hence of its transition rule) is abstracted. The board
after X’s play constitutes input to MENACE and that after O’s play
constitutes output. MENACE is thus interactive, autonomous (indeed
state update, determined by the transition rule, appears non-determin-
istic at this LoA) but not adaptive, in the sense that we have no way of
observing how MENACE determines its next play and no way of iter-
ating games to infer that it changes with repeated games.

(b) The tournament LoA. Now a sequence of games is observed, each as
above, and with it a sequence of results. As before, MENACE is
interactive and autonomous. But now the sequence of results reveals (by
any of the standard statistical methods) that the rule, by which
MENACE resolves the non-deterministic choice of play, evolves. Thus
at this LoA MENACE is also adaptive and hence an agent.
Interesting examples of adaptable AAs from contemporary science fic-
tion include the computer in War Games (Badham, 1983) which learns,
by playing noughts and crosses, the futility of war in general; and the
smart building in Kerr (1996) whose computer learns to compete with
humans and eventually liberate itself to the heavenly internet.

(c) The system LoA. Finally we observe not only a sequence of games but
also all of MENACE’S ‘code’ (in the case of a program it is indeed code;
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in the case of the matchbox model it consists of the array of boxes
together with the written rules, or manual, for working it). Now
MENACE is still interactive and autonomous. But it is not adaptive; for
what in (b) seemed to be an evolution of transition rule is now revealed,
by observation of the code, to be a simple deterministic update of the
program state (namely the contents of the matchboxes). At this lower
LoA MENACE fails to be an agent.

The subtlety revealed by this example is that if a transition rule is observed
to be a consequence of program state then the program is not adaptive. For
example, in (b) the transition rule chooses the next play by exercising a
probabilistic choice between the possible plays from that state. The proba-
bility is in fact determined by the frequency of beads present in the relevant
box. But that is not observed at the LoA of (b) and so the transition rule
appears to vary. Adaptability is possible. However at the lower LoA of (c),
bead frequency is part of the system state and hence observable. Thus the
transition rule, though still probabilistic, is revealed to be merely a response
to input. Adaptability fails to hold.

This distinction is vital for current software. Early software used to lie
open to the system user who, if interested, could read the code and see the
entire system state. For such software a LoA in which the entire system state
is observed, is appropriate. However, the user of contemporary software is
explicitly barred from interrogating the code in nearly all cases. This has been
possible because of the advance in user interfaces; use of icons means that the
user need not know where an applications package is stored, let alone be
concerned with its content. Similarly, applets are downloaded from the in-
ternet and executed locally at the click of an icon, without the user having
any access to their code. For such software a LoA in which the code is
entirely concealed is appropriate. That corresponds to the case (b) above and
hence to agenthood. Indeed only since the advent of applets and such
downloaded executable but invisible files has the issue of moral account-
ability of AAs become critical.

Viewed at an appropriate LoA, then, the MENACE system is an agent.
The way it adapts can be taken as representative of machine learning in
general (Mitchell, 1997). Many readers may have experience with recent
operating systems for the PC that offer a ‘speaking’ interface. Such systems
learn the user’s voice basically in the same way as MENACE learns to play
noughts and crosses. There are natural LoA’s at which such systems are
agents. The case being developed in this paper is that as a result they may
also be viewed to have moral accountability.

If a piece of software that exhibits machine learning (Mitchell, 1997) is
studied at a LoA which registers its interactions with its environment, then
the software will appear interactive, autonomous and adaptive, i.e. to be an
agent. But if the program code is revealed then the software is shown to be
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simply following rules and hence not to be adaptive. Those two LoAs are at
variance. One reflects the ‘open source’ view of software: the user has access
to the code. The other reflects the commercial view that, although the user
has bought the software and can use it at will, he has no access to the code.
At stake is whether or not the software forms an (artificial) agent.

2.6.3. Webbot

In Floridi and Sanders (2001) we have considered the morality of individual
artificially-perpetrated actions. The following example is taken from that
treatment to show the connection between it and our current approach.

Internet users often find themselves besieged by unwanted email. A pop-
ular solution is to filter incoming email automatically, using a webbot that
incorporates such filters. An important feature of useful bots is that they
learn the user’s preferences, for which purpose the user may at any time
review the bot’s performance. At a LoA revealing all incoming email (input
to the webbot) and filtered email (output by the webbot), but abstracting the
algorithm by which the bot adapts its behaviour to our preferences, the bot
constitutes an agent. Such is the case if we do not have access to the bot’s
code, as discussed in the previous section.

2.6.4. Futuristic Thermostat

A hospital thermostat might be able to monitor not just ambient temperature
but also the state of well-being of patients. Such a device might be observed
at a LoA consisting of input for the patients’ data and ambient temperature,
state of the device itself, and output controlling the room heater.

Such a device is interactive since some of the observables correspond to
input and others to output. However, it is neither autonomous nor adaptive.
For comparison, if only the ‘colour’ of the physical device were observed then
it would no longer be interactive. If it were to change colour in response to
(unobserved) changes in its environment then it would be autonomous.
Inclusion of those environmental changes in the LoA as input observables
would make the device interactive but not autonomous.

But, at such a LoA, a futuristic thermostat imbued with autonomy and
able to regulate its own criteria for operation – perhaps as the result of a
software controller – would, in view of that last condition, be an agent.

2.6.5. SmartPaint

SmartPaint is a recent invention (Sample, 2001). When applied to a physical
structure it appears to behave like normal paint; but when vibrations, which
may lead to fractures, become apparent in the structure, the paint changes its
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electrical properties in a way which is readily determined by measurement,
thus highlighting the need for maintenance.

At a LoA at which only the electrical properties of the paint over time is
observed, the paint is neither interactive nor adaptive but appears autono-
mous; indeed the properties change as a result of internal non-determinism.
But if that LoA is augmented by the structure data monitored by the paint,
over time, then SmartPaint becomes an agent, because the data provide input
to which the paint adapts its state. Finally if that LoA is augmented further
to include a model by which the paint works, changes in its electrical prop-
erties are revealed as being determined directly by input data and so
SmartPaint no longer forms an agent.

2.6.6. Organisations

A different kind of example of AA is provided by a company or management
organisation. At an appropriate LoA it interacts with its employees, con-
stituent substructures and other organisations; it is able to make internally-
determined changes of state; and it is able to adapt its strategies for decision
making and hence for acting.

It is interesting that, given the appropriate LoA, humans, webbots and
organisations can all be properly treated as agents. What can we say of their
moral status?

3. Morality

3.1. MORALITY OF AGENTS

Suppose we are analysing the behaviour of a population of entities through a
video security system that gives us complete access to all the observables
available at LoA1 (recall Subsection 2.5) plus all the observables related to
the degrees of interactivity, autonomy and adaptability shown by the systems
under scrutiny. At this new LoA2 we observe that two of the entities, call
them H and W, are able:

(i) to respond to environmental stimuli – e.g. the presence of a patient in a
hospital bed – by updating their states (interactivity), e.g. by recording
some chosen variables concerning the patient’s health. This presupposes
that H and W are informed about the environment through some data-
entry devices, for example some perceptors;

(ii) to change their states according to their own transition rules and in a
self-governed way, independently of environmental stimuli (autonomy),
e.g. by taking flexible decisions based on past and new information,
which modify the environment temperature; and
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(iii) to change according to the environment the transition rules by which
their states are changed (adaptability), e.g. by modifying past proce-
dures to take into account successful and unsuccessful treatments of
patients.

H and W certainly qualify as agents, since we have only ‘upgraded’ LoA1 to
LoA2. Are they also moral agents? The question invites the elaboration of a
criterion of identification. We suggest here a very moderate option:

(O) An action is said to be morally qualifiable if and only if it can cause
moral good or evil. An agent is said to be a moral agent if and only if it is
capable of morally qualifiable action.

Note that (O) is neither consequentialist nor intentionalist in nature. We are
neither affirming nor denying that the specific evaluation of the morality of the
agent might depend on the specific outcome of the agent’s actions or on the
agent’s original intentions. We shall return to this point in the next section.

Let us return to the question: are H andWmoral agents? Because of (O) we
cannot answer unless H and W become involved in moral action. So suppose
that H kills the patient andW cures her. Their actions are moral actions. They
both acted interactively, responding to the new situation they were dealing
with, on the basis of the information at their disposal. They both acted
autonomously: they could have taken different courses of actions, and in fact
we may assume that they changed their behaviour several times in the course
of the action, on the basis of new available information. They both acted
adaptably: they were not simply following orders or predetermined instruc-
tions; on the contrary, they both had the possibility of changing the general
heuristics that led them to take the decisions they took, and we may assume
that they did take advantage of the available opportunities to improve their
general behaviour. The answer seems rather straightforward: yes, they are
both moral agents. There is only one problem: one is a human being, the other
is an AA; the LoA2 adopted allows both cases. So can you tell the difference?
If you cannot, you will agree with us that the class of moral agents must
include AAs like webbots. If you disagree, it may be so for several reasons, but
only five of them seem to have some strength. We shall discuss four of them in
the next section and leave the fifth to the conclusion.

3.2. ARESPONSIBLE MORALITY

One may try to withstand the conclusion reached in the previous section by
arguing that something crucial is missing in LoA2. LoA2 cannot be adequate
precisely because if it were, then AAs would count as moral agents, and this
is unacceptable for at least one of the following reasons:
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– the teleological objection: an AA has no goals,
– the intentional objection: an AA has no intentional states,
– the freedom objection: an AA is not free, and
– the responsibility objection: an AA cannot be held responsible for its
actions.

3.2.1. The Teleological Objection

The teleological objection can be disposed of immediately. For in principle
LoA2 could readily be (and often is) upgraded to include goal-oriented
behaviour (Russell and Norvig, 2003).

Since AA can exhibit (and upgrade their) goal-directed behaviours, the
teleological variables cannot be what makes a positive difference between a
human and an AA. We could have added a teleological condition and both H
and W could have satisfied it, leaving us none the wiser concerning their
identity. So why not add one anyway? It is better not to overload the
interface because a non-teleological level of analysis helps to understand
issues in ‘distributed morality’, involving groups, organizations institutions
and so forth, that would otherwise remain unintelligible. This will become
clearer in the conclusion.

3.2.2. The Intentional Objection

The intentional objection argues that it is not enough to have an AAs
behaviour operate teleologically. To be a moral agent, the AA must relate
itself to its actions in some more profound way, involving meaning, wishing
or wanting to act in a certain way, and being epistemically aware of its
behaviour. Yet this is not accounted for in LoA2, hence the confusion.

Unfortunately, intentional states are a nice but unnecessary condition for
the occurrence of moral agenthood. First, the objection presupposes the
availability of some sort of privileged access (a God’s eye perspective from
without, or some sort of Cartesian internal intuition from within) to the
agent’s mental or intentional states that, although possible in theory, cannot
be easily guaranteed in practice. This is precisely why a clear and explicit
indication is vital of the LoA at which one is analysing the system from
without. It guarantees that one’s analysis is truly based only on what is
specified to be observable and not on some psychological speculation. This
phenomenological approach is a strength, not a weakness. It implies that
agents (including human agents) should be evaluated as moral if they do play
the ‘moral game’. Whether they mean to play it, or they know that they are
playing it, is relevant only at a second stage, when what we want to know is
whether they are morally responsible for their moral actions. Yet this is a
different matter, and we shall deal with it at the end of this section. Here it is
sufficient to recall that for a consequentialist, for example, human beings
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would still be regarded as moral agents (sources of increased or diminished
welfare), even if viewed at a LoA at which they are reduced to mere zombies
without goals, feelings, intelligence, knowledge or intentions.

3.2.3. The Freedom Objection

The same holds true for the freedom objection and in general for any other
objection based on some special internal states, enjoyed only by human and
perhaps super-human beings. The AAs are already free in the sense of being
non-deterministic systems. This much is uncontroversial, scientifically sound
and can be guaranteed about human beings as well. It is also sufficient for our
purposes and saves us from the horrible prospect of having to enter into the
thorny debate about the reasonableness of determinism, an infamous LoA-
free zone of endless dispute. All one needs to do is to realise that the agents in
question satisfy the usual practical counterfactual: they could have acted
differently had they chosen differently, and they could have chosen differently
because they are interactive, informed, autonomous and adaptive.

Once an agent’s actions are morally qualifiable, it is unclear what more is
required of that agent to count as an agent playing the moral game, that is, to
qualify as a moral agent, even if unintentionally and unwittingly.

Unless, as we have seen, what one really means, by talking about goals,
intentions, freedom, cognitive states and so forth, is that an AA cannot be
held responsible for its actions.

Now, responsibility, as we shall see better in a moment, means here that
the agent, her behaviour and actions, are assessable in principle as praise-
worthy or blameworthy, and they are often so not just intrinsically, but for
some pedagogical, educational, social or religious end.

3.2.4. The Responsibility Objection

The objection based on the ‘lack of responsibility’ is the only one with real
strength. It can be immediately conceded that it would be ridiculous to praise
or blame an AA for its behaviour or charge it with a moral accusation. You
do not scold your webbot, that is obvious. So this objection strikes a rea-
sonable note; but what is its real point and how much can one really gain by
levelling it?

Let us first clear the ground from two possible misunderstandings.
First, we need to be careful about the terminology, and the linguistic frame

in general, used by the objection. The whole conceptual vocabulary of
‘responsibility’ and its cognate terms is completely soaked with anthropo-
centrism. This is quite natural and understandable, but the fact can provide
at most a heuristic hint, certainly not an argument. The anthropocentrism is
justified by the fact that the vocabulary is geared to psychological and edu-
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cational needs, when not to religious purposes. We praise and blame in view
of behavioural purposes and perhaps a better life and afterlife. Yet this says
nothing about whether or not an agent is the source of morally charged
action. Consider the opposite case. Since AA lack a psychological compo-
nent, we do not blame AAs, for example, but, given the appropriate cir-
cumstances, we can rightly consider them sources of evils, and legitimately re-
engineer them to make sure they no longer cause evil. We are not punishing
them, anymore than one punishes a river when building higher banks to
avoid a flood. But the fact that we do not ‘re-engineer’ people does not say
anything about the possibility of people acting in the same way as AAs, and
it would not mean that for people ‘re-engineering’ could be a rather nasty
way of being punished.

Second, we need to be careful about what the objection really means.
There are two main senses in which AA can fail to qualify as responsible. In
one sense, we say that, if the agent failed to interact properly with the
environment, for example, because it actually lacked sufficient information or
had no choice, we should not hold an agent morally responsible for an action
it has committed because this would be morally unfair. This sense is irrele-
vant here. LoA2 indicates that AA are sufficiently interactive, autonomous
and adaptive fairly to qualify as moral agents. In the second sense, we say
that, given a certain description of the agent, we should not hold that agent
morally responsible for an action it has committed because this would be
conceptually improper. This sense is more fundamental than the other: if it is
conceptually improper to treat AA as moral agents, the question whether it
may be morally fair to do so does not even arise. It is this more fundamental
sense that is relevant here. The objection argues that we cannot consider AA
moral agents because they are not morally responsible for their actions, since
holding them responsible would be conceptually improper (not morally un-
fair). In other words, LoA2 provides necessary but insufficient conditions.
The proper LoA requires another condition, namely responsibility. This
fourth condition finally enables us to distinguish between moral agents, who
are necessarily human or super-human, and AAs, which remain mere efficient
causes.

The point raised by the objection is that agents are moral agents only if
they are responsible in the sense of being prescriptively assessable in princi-
ple. An agent x is a moral agent only if x can in principle be put on trial. Now
that this much has been clarified, the immediate impression is that the ‘lack of
responsibility’ objection is merely confusing the identification of x as a moral
agent with the evaluation of x as a morally responsible agent. Surely, the
counter-argument goes, there is a difference between being able to say who or
what is the moral source or cause of (and hence it is accountable for) the
moral action in question and being able to evaluate, prescriptively, whether
and how far the moral source so identified is also morally responsible for that
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action, and hence deserves to be praised or blamed, and in case rewarded or
punished accordingly.

Well, that immediate impression is indeed wrong. There is no confu-
sion. Equating identification and evaluation is actually a shortcut.
The objection is saying that identity (as a moral agent) without responsibility
(as a moral agent) is empty, so we may as well save ourselves the bother of all
these distinctions and speak only of morally responsible agents and moral
agents as synonymous. But here lies the real mistake. We now see that the
objection has finally shown its fundamental presupposition: that we should
reduce all prescriptive discourse to responsibility analysis. But this is an
unacceptable assumption, a juridical fallacy. There is plenty of room for
prescriptive discourse that is independent of responsibility-assignment and
hence requires a clear identification of moral agents. Good parents, for
example, commonly engage in moral-evaluation practices when interacting
with their children, even at an age when the latter are not yet responsible
agents, and this is not only perfectly acceptable but something to be expected.
This means that they identify them as moral sources of moral action, al-
though, as moral agents, they are not yet subject to the process of moral
evaluation.

If one considers children an exception, insofar as they are potentially
responsible moral agents, another example, involving animals, may help.
There is nothing wrong with identifying a dog as the source of a morally
good action, hence as an agent playing a crucial role in a moral situation, and
therefore as a moral agent. Search-and-rescue dogs are trained to track
missing people. They often help save lives, for which they receive much praise
and rewards from both their owners and the people they have located. But
that is not the point. Emotionally, people may be very grateful to the ani-
mals, but for the dogs it is a game and they cannot be considered morally
responsible for their actions. At the same time, the dogs are involved in a
moral game as main players and we rightly identify them as moral agents that
may cause good or evil.

All this should ring a bell. Trying to equate identification and evaluation is
really just another way of shifting the ethical analysis from considering x as
the moral agent/source of a first-order moral action y to considering x as a
possible moral patient of a second-order moral action z, which is the moral
evaluation of x as being morally responsible for y. This is a typical Kantian
move, but there is clearly more to moral evaluation than just responsibility
because x is capable of moral action even if x cannot be (or is not yet) a
morally responsible agent.

A third example may help to clarify further the distinction. Suppose an
adult, human agent tries his best to avoid a morally evil action. Suppose that,
despite all his efforts, he actually ends up committing that evil action. We
would not consider that agent morally responsible for the outcome of his
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well-meant efforts. After all, Oedipus did try not to kill his father and did not
mean to marry his mother. The tension between the lack of responsibility for
the evil caused and the still present accountability for it (Oedipus remains the
only source of that evil) is the definition of the tragic. Oedipus is a moral
agent without responsibility. He blinds himself as a symbolic gesture against
the knowledge of his inescapable state.

3.3. MORALITY THRESHOLD

Motivated by the discussion above, morality of an agent at a given LoA can
now be defined in terms of a threshold function. More general definitions are
possible but the following covers most examples, including all those con-
sidered in the present paper.

A threshold function at a LoA is a function which, given values for all the
observables in the LoA, returns another value. An agent at that LoA is
deemed to be morally good if, for some pre-agreed value (called the toler-
ance), it maintains a relationship between the observables so that the value of
the threshold function at any time does not exceed the tolerance.

For LoAs at which AAs are considered, the types of all observables can
in principle at least be mathematically determined. In such cases,
the threshold function is also given by a formula; but the tolerance,
though again determined, is identified by human agents exercising ethical
judgements. In that sense, it resembles the entropy ordering introduced in
Floridi and Sanders (2001). Indeed the threshold function is derived from the
level functions used in Floridi and Sanders (2001) to define entropy order-
ings.

For non-AAs, like humans, we do not know whether all relevant ob-
servables can be mathematically determined. The opposing view is repre-
sented by followers and critics of the Hobbesian approach. The former argue
that for a realistic LoA it is just a matter of time until science is able to model
a human as an automaton, or state-transition system, with scientifically
determined states and transition rules; the latter object that such a model is in
principle impossible. Our approach is that when considering agents, thresh-
olds are in general only partially quantifiable and usually determined by
consensus.

3.3.1. Examples

Let us reconsider the examples from Section 2.6 from the viewpoint of
morality.

The futuristic thermostat is morally charged since the LoA includes pa-
tients’ well-being. It would be regarded as morally good if and only if its
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output maintains the actual patients’ well-being within an agreed tolerance of
their desired well-being. Thus, in this case a threshold function consists of the
distance (in some finite-dimensional real space) between the actual patients’
well-being and their desired well-being.

Since we value our email, a webbot is morally charged. In Floridi
and Sanders (2001) its action was deemed to be morally bad (an example
of artificial evil) if it incorrectly filters any messages: if either it filters messages
it should let pass, or lets pass messages it should filter. Here we could use the
same criterion to deem the webbot agent itself to be morally bad. However, in
view of the continual adaptability offered by the bot, a more realistic criterion
for moral good would be that at most a certain fixed percentage of incoming
email be incorrectly filtered. In that case, the threshold function could consist
of the number of incorrectly filtered messages.

The strategy-learning system MENACE simply learns to play noughts and
crosses. With a little contrivance it could be morally charged as follows.

Suppose that something like MENACE is used to provide the game
play in some computer game whose interface belies the simplicity of
the underlying strategy and which invites the human player to pit his or
her wit against the automated opponent. The software behaves unethically
if and only if it loses a game after a sufficient learning period; for
such behaviour would enable the human opponent to win too easily and
might result in market failure of the game. That situation may be formalised
using thresholds by defining, for a system having initial state M, T(M) to
denote the number of games required after which the system never loses.
Experience and necessity would lead us to set a bound, T0(M), on such
performance: an ethical system would respect it whilst an unethical one
would exceed it. Thus the function T0(M) constitutes a threshold function in
this case.

Organisations are nowadays expected to behave ethically6. In non-quan-
titative form, the values they must demonstrate include: equal opportunity,
financial stability, good working and holiday conditions toward their
employees; good service and value to their customers and shareholders; and
honesty, integrity, reliability to other companies. This recent trend adds
support to our proposal to treat organisations themselves as agents and
thereby to require them to behave ethically, and provides an example of
threshold which, at least currently, is not quantified.

4. Computer Ethics

What does our view of moral agenthood contribute to the field of Computer
Ethics (CE)? CE seeks to answer questions like: ‘What behaviour is accept-
able in Cyberspace?’ and ‘Who is to be held morally accountable when
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unacceptable behaviour occurs?’. It is Cyberspace’s novelty that makes those
questions, so well understood in standard ethics, of greatly innovative
interest; and it is its growing ubiquity that makes them so pressing.

The first question requires, in particular, an answer to ‘What in Cyber-
space has moral worth? ’. The view that data have moral worth means that
they need not be viewed as someone’s property in order for their unau-
thorised alteration to be ethically bad. This does not, of course, mean that
any destruction of data is evil, any more than it would mean that any
destruction of life (deemed to have moral worth) in the real world is auto-
matically evil. It simply means that the ethics of altering data in Cyberspace
must be considered. Evidently there are conditions under which deletion of
data is morally advisable (e.g. garbage collection of redundant data, resulting
in a more efficient system); and conditions when it is not (deletion of critical
data not backed up). These common-sense observations fit well with our
approach (Floridi, 1999, 2003).

We now turn to the second question and consider the consequences of our
general answer to: ‘What in Cyberspace is morally accountable?’. Above we
have made the case for the answer:

any agent that causes good or evil is morally accountable for it.

Just to recall, we have clarified that moral accountability is a necessary but
insufficient condition for moral responsibility. An agent is morally
accountable for x if the agent is the source of x and x is morally qualifiable
(see definition O in Section 3.1). To be also morally responsible for x, the
agent needs to show the right intentional states (recall the case of Oedipus).

Turning to our question, the traditional view is that only software engi-
neers – human programmers – can be held morally accountable, possibly
because only humans can be held to exercise free will; and of course some-
times that view is perfectly appropriate.

Our more radical and extensive view is supported by the range of diffi-
culties which in practice confronts the traditional view: software is largely
constructed by teams; management decisions may be at least as important as
programming decisions; requirements and specification documents play a
large part in the resulting code; although the accuracy of code is dependent
on those responsible for testing it, much software relies on ‘off the shelf’
components whose provenance and validity may be uncertain; moreover,
working software is the result of maintenance over its lifetime and so not just
of its originators. Many of these points are nicely made in Epstein (1997).
Such complications may point to an organisation (perhaps itself an agent)
being held accountable. But sometimes: automated tools are employed in
construction of much software; the efficacy of software may depend on extra-
functional features like its interface and even on system traffic; software
running on a system can interact in unforeseeable ways; software may now be
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downloaded at the click of an icon in such a way that the user has no access
to the code and its provenance with the resulting execution of anonymous
software; software may be probabilistic (Motwani and Raghavan, 1995);
adaptive (Mitchell, 1997); or may be itself the result of a program (in the
simplest case a compiler, but also genetic code (Goldberg, 1989)). All these
matters pose insurmountable difficulties for the traditional and now rather
outdated view that a human can be found accountable for certain kinds of
software and even hardware (Page and Luk).7 Fortunately, the view of this
paper offers a solution – AAs are morally accountable as sources of good and
evil – at the ‘cost’ of expanding the definition of morally-charged agent.

4.1. CODES OF ETHICS

Human morally-charged software engineers are bound by codes of ethics and
undergo censureship for ethical (and of course legal) violations. For consis-
tency8 our approach must make sense when that procedure is applied to
morally accountable, AAs; does it?

The ACM Code of Ethics9 contains 16 points guiding ethical behaviour
(eight general and eight more specific; see Table 3),9 six organisational
leadership imperatives, and two (meta) points concerning compliance with
the Code.

Of the first eight, all make sense for AAs; indeed they might be expected to
form part of the specification of any morally-charged agent. Similarly for the
second eight, with the exception of the penultimate point: ‘improve public
understanding’. It is less clear how that might reasonably be expected of an
arbitrary AA; but then it is also not clear that it is reasonable to expect it of a
human software engineer. (It is to be observed, in passing, that wizards and
similar programs with anthropomorphic interfaces – currently so popular –
appear to make public use easier; and such a requirement could be imposed
on any AA; but that is scarcely the same as improving understanding.)

The final two points concerning compliance with the code (4.1: agreement
to uphold and promote the code; 4.2: agreement that violation of the code is
inconsistent with membership) make sense, though promotion does not ap-
pear to have been considered for current AAs any more than has the
improvement of public understanding. The latter point presupposes some list
of member agents from which agents found to be unethical would be
struck.10 This brings us to the censuring of AAs.

4.2. CENSURE SHIP

Human moral agents who break accepted conventions are censured in vari-
ous ways of which the main alternatives are: (a) mild social censure with the
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aim of changing and monitoring behaviour; (b) isolation, with similar aims;
(c) death. What would be the consequences of our approach for artificial
moral agents?

Preserving consistency between human and artificial moral agents, we are
led to contemplate the following analogous steps for the censure of immoral
AAs: (a) monitoring and modification (i.e. ‘maintenance’); (b) removal to a
disconnected component of Cyberspace; (c) annihilation from Cyberspace
(deletion without backup). Our insistence on dealing directly with an agent
rather than seeking its ‘creator’ (a concept which we have claimed need be
neither appropriate nor even well defined) has led to a non-standard but
perfectly workable conclusion. Indeed it turns out that such a categorisation
is not very far from that used by the Norton Anti-Virus facility (Norton Anti
Virus, 2003). Though not adaptable at the obvious LoA, the facility is almost
agent-like. It runs autonomously, polling web sites for anti-virus software
which it applies to the files of the host computer. When it detects an infected
file it offers several levels of censure: notification, repair, quarantine, deletion,
with or without backup.

Table 3. The principles guiding ethical behaviour in the ACM Code of Ethics

1 General moral imperatives

1.1 Contribute to society and human well-being

1.2 Avoid harm to others

1.3 Be honest and trustworthy

1.4 Be fair and take action not to discriminate

1.5 Honor property rights including copyrights and patents

1.6 Give proper credit for intellectual property

1.7 Respect the privacy of others

1.8 Honor confidentiality

2 More specific professional responsibilities

2.1 Strive to achieve the highest quality, effectiveness and dignity in both

the process and products of professional work

2.2 Acquire and maintain professional competence

2.3 Know and respect existing laws pertaining to professional work

2.4 Accept and provide appropriate professional review

2.5 Give comprehensive and thorough evaluations of computer systems

and their impacts, including analysis of possible risks

2.6 Honor contracts, agreements and assigned responsibilities

2.7 Improve public understanding of computing and its consequences

2.8 Access computing and communication resources only when

authorised to do so
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For humans, social organisations have had, over the centuries, to be
formed for the enforcement of censureship (police, law courts, prisons, etc.). It
may be that analogous organisations could sensibly be formed for AAs (it is
perhaps unfortunate that this has a Sci-Fi ring to it (Scott, 1982/1991)). Such
social organisations became necessary with the increasing level of complexity
of human interactions and the growing lack of ‘immediacy’. Perhaps that is
the situation in which we are now beginning to find ourselves with the web;
and perhaps it is time to consider agencies for the policing of AAs.

5. Conclusion

This paper may be read as an investigation into the extent to which ethics lies
exclusively within the human domain.

Somewhere between 16 and 21 years after birth, a human is deemed to be
an autonomous legal entity – an adult – responsible for his or her actions. Yet
an hour after birth that is only a potentiality. Indeed the law and society treat
children quite differently from adults on the grounds that not they but their
guardians, typically parents, are responsible for their actions. Animal
behaviour varies in exhibiting intelligence and social responsibility between
the childlike and the adult, on the human scale, so that, on balance, animals
are accorded at best the legal status of children and a somewhat diminished
ethical status (guide dogs, dolphins, …). But there are exceptions. Some
adults are deprived of their rights (criminals may not vote) on the grounds
that they have demonstrated an inability to exercise responsible/ethical ac-
tion. Some animals are held accountable for their actions and punished/
destroyed if they err.

Into this arena we have placed for consideration other entities: certain
kinds of organisation or system. Many examples have been given, but par-
ticularly interesting ones comprise corporate structures and digital/software
system. Our aim has thus been to understand better the kinds of conditions
under which an agent may be held morally accountable.

A natural and immediate answer could have been: such accountability lies
entirely in the human domain; animals can sometimes appear to exhibit
morally responsible behaviour, but lack the thing unique to humans which
render humans (alone) morally responsible; end of story. In spite of its
simplicity that answer is worryingly dogmatic. Surely more conceptual
analysis is needed here: what has happened morally when a child is deemed to
enter adulthood, or when an adult is deemed to have lost moral autonomy, or
when an animal is deemed to hold it?

We have added AAs (corporate or digital, for example) to the arena. That
has the advantage that all entities that populate the arena are analysed in
non-anthropocentric terms; in other words, it has the advantage of offering a
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way to progress past the immediate and dogmatic answer mentioned above.
The approach also renders our conclusions applicable to the accountability
of certain kinds of organisation or digital system: pressing concerns from
Business and Computer Ethics.

We have been able to make progress in the analysis of moral agenthood by
using an important technique, the Method of Abstraction, designed to make
rigorous the level of abstraction of the domain of discourse. Since we have
considered entities from the world around us, whose properties are vital to our
analysis and conclusions, it is essential that we have been able to be precise
about the LoA at which those entities have been considered. We have seen
that changing the LoA may well change our observation of their behaviour
and hence change the conclusions we draw. This is not relativism and it has a
venerable tradition in science and more recently in the humanities.

To address all the entities in the arena we have been forced to adopt
terminology which applies equally to all the entities that populate it (from
animals to organisations), but without prejudicing our conclusions. We have
been forced to analyse behaviour in a non-anthropocentric manner. To do so
we have used the notation of a state-transition system.

We have called the entities within this arena ‘agents’, characterised here
abstractly in terms of a state-transition system, and have concentrated largely
on AAs and the extent to which ethics and accountability applies to them.
Whether or not an entity forms an agent depends on the LoA at which the
entity is considered; there can be no absolute LoA-free form of identification.
By abstracting that LoA, an entity may lose its agenthood by no longer
satisfying the behaviour we associate with agents. However, for most entities
there is no LoA at which they can be considered an agent. Of course.
Otherwise one might be reduced to the absurdity of considering the moral
accountability of the magnetic strip that holds a knife to the kitchen wall.
Instead, for comparison, our techniques address the far more interesting
question (Dennet, 1997): ‘when HAL kills, who’s to blame?’ Indeed, our
techniques enable us to say that HAL is accountable – though not respon-
sible – if it meets the conditions defining agenthood.

In Section 3.1 we have deferred discussion of a final objection to our
approach until the conclusion. The time has come to honour that.

Our opponent can still raise a final objection: suppose you are right; does
this enlargement of the class of moral agents bring any real advantage? It
should be clear why the answer is clearly affirmative. Morality is usually
predicated upon responsibility. The use of LoA and thresholds enables
responsibility to be separated and formalised, and its part in morality to be
fully clarified. The better grasp of what it means for someone or something to
be a moral agent brings with it a number of substantial advantages. We can
avoid anthropocentric and anthropomorphic attitudes towards agenthood
and rely on an ethical outlook not necessarily based on punishment and
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reward but on moral agenthood, accountability and censure. We are less
likely to assign responsibility at any cost, forced by the necessity to identify a
human moral agent. We can liberate technological development of AAs from
being bound by the standard limiting view11. We can stop the regress of
looking for the responsible individual when something evil happens, since we
are now ready to acknowledge that sometimes the moral source of evil or
good can be different from an individual or group of humans. As a result, we
are able to escape the dichotomy ‘responsibility + moral agency = pre-
scriptive action’ vs. ‘no responsibility ergo no moral agency ergo no pre-
scriptive action’. Promoting normative action is perfectly reasonable even
when there is no responsibility but only moral accountability and the
capacity for moral action.

All this does not mean that the concept of ‘responsibility’ is redundant. On
the contrary, our previous analysis makes clear the need for further analysis
of the concept of responsibility itself, when the latter refers to the ontological
commitments of creators of new AAs and environments. According to Flo-
ridi (2001a, 2003b) and Floridi and Sanders (2003b), Information Ethics is an
ethics addressed not just to ‘users’ of the world but also to demiurges who are
‘divinely’ responsible for its creation and well-being. It is an ethics of creative
stewardship.

In the introduction, we have warned about the lack of balance between the
two classes of agents and patients brought about by deep forms of envi-
ronmental ethics that are not accompanied by an equally ‘deep’ approach to
agenthood. The position defended in this paper supports a better equilibrium
between the two classes A and P. It facilitates the discussion of the morality
of agents not only in Cyberspace but also in the biosphere – where animals
can be considered moral agents without their having to display free will,
emotions or mental states (Dixon, 1995; Rosenfeld, 1995a, b) – and in what
we have called contexts of ‘distributed morality’, where social and legal
agents can now qualify as moral agents. The great advantage is a better grasp
of the moral discourse in non-human contexts (Rowlands, 2000). The only
‘cost’ of a ‘mind-less morality’ approach is the extension of the class of agents
and moral agents to embrace AAs. It is a cost that is increasingly worth
paying the more we move towards an advanced information society.
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Notes

1 It is possible, but utterly unrealistic, that A and P are disjoint. On the other hand, P can be a
proper subset of A or A and P can intersect each other. These two alternatives are little more
promising because they both require at least one moral agent that in principle could not

qualify as a moral patient. Now this pure agent would be some sort of supernatural entity that,
like Aristotle’s God, affects the world but can never be affected by it. But being in principle
‘unaffectable’ and irrelevant, it is unclear what kind of rôle this entity would exercise with

respect to the normative guidance of human actions. So it is not surprising that most mac-
roethics have kept away from these ‘supernatural’ speculations and implicitly adopted or even
explicitly argued for one of the two remaining alternatives discussed in the text.
2 Environmental ethics has developed since the 1960s as the study of the moral relationships of
human beings to the environment (including its nonhuman contents and inhabitants) and its
(possible) values and moral status. It often represents a challenge to anthropocentric ap-
proaches embedded in traditional western ethical thinking. For an article-length introduction

to environmental ethics see A. Brennan and Y.-S. Lo, Environmental Ethics, The Stanford
Encyclopedia of Philosophy (Summer 2002 Edition), URL = http://plato.stanford.edu/ar-
chives/sum2002/entries/ethics-environmental/.
3 The more inclusive P is, the ‘greener’ or ‘deeper’ the approach has been deemed. Floridi
(1999, 2003) and Floridi and Sanders (2001) have defended a ‘deep ecology’ approach.
4 Note that, for the sake of simplicity, the conversational example does not fully respect the de

dicto/de re distinction.
5 ‘Juggernaut’ is the name for Vishnu, the Hindu god, meaning ‘Lord of the World’. A statue
of the god is annually carried in procession on a very large and heavy vehicle. It is belived that

devotees threw themselves beneath its wheels, hence the word ‘Juggernaut’ has acquired the
meaning of ‘massive and irresistible force or object that crushes whatever is in its path’.
6 See, for example, The Working Values Group, Ltd., http://www.workingvalues.com.
7 Machines with minds of their own, The Economist, 22 March, 2001. http://www.econo-

mist.com.
8 For an enlightening comparison consider that the Federation Internationale des Echecs
(FIDE) rates all chess players according to the same Elo System, regardless of their human or

artificial nature.
9 ACM, Code of Ethics. http://www.acm.org.
10 It is interesting to speculate on the mechanism by which that list is maintained. Perhaps by a

human agent; perhaps by an AA composed of several people (a committee); or perhaps by a
software agent.
11 Beyond cruise control, The Economist, 21 June, 2001. http://www.economist.com .
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